
Chaos Dwarf Hat and Beard Pattern 

Fits an average adult head of around 21-24”. 

Skills needed
Knitting: cast on, cast off, increase, decrease, stranded colour-work, knitting in the round, 
backwards-loop cast-on, i-cord. 
Crochet: UK treble stitch (US double stitch), increasing. 
Other: embroidery chain stitch.

Materials
Yarn: Rico Design Creative Filz - Black (8 skeins), Bordeaux Red (3 skeins), Yellow (3 
skeins). 
Needles: 7mm (or size needed to obtain tension) 60cm circular needle, or 7mm 120cm 
circular if using magic loop method. 6.5mm crochet hook (only the ringlets are crocheted 
so gauge is not essential, and will look fine with any 6.5mm - 8mm hook). 
Notions: darning needle, as many skull beads/ pendants as you like (I used four), 2m 
millinery wire (not essential, but makes the hat stand up properly), pliers to cut the wire if 
using. 
Tension: 11 stitches to 4”.



You can also knit the hat on straight needles, and seam it up in the end at the back. To do 
this, ignore the instructions for joining in the round, and replace the rounds of stocking 
stitch made by knitting every row, with rows of stocking stitch made by knitting one row, 
purling one row. 

Directions

Hat Base

Using yellow yarn, cast on 60 stitches. 

Join for working in the round, being careful not to twist. 

Round 1: k all sts
Round 2: p all sts
Round 3: k all sts 
Round 4: p all sts

Round 5: k all sts 

Repeat round 5 until your work measures 4”.

Change to red yarn, and continue in stocking stitch for another 4”.  

Increase rounds:

(No stitches are increased on even-numbered rounds. If you have any sts left over after 
increasing for the round, just knit them.)

1. *k4, kfb*, repeat from * to * to end (72 sts)
2. k all sts
3. *k5, kfb*, repeat from * to * to end (84 sts)
4. k all sts
5. *k6, kfb*, repeat from * to * to end (96 sts)



6. k all sts
7. *k7, kfb*, repeat from * to * to end (108 sts) 
8. k all sts 

Change to yellow and black yarn, and follow the colour-work chart below. Repeat the 9-
stitch motif below, 12 times across the 108 stitches. There are five rounds altogether.  

Cast off. 

Hat Embellishments

I-cord

Using yellow yarn, and circular needle or dpn, cast on 3 sts. Slide the sts to the opposite 
end of the needle, then knit them, pulling yarn around the back of the work to do so. 
Repeat until i-cord measures around 22”, or until it fits around the middle of the base hat. 
Using the darning needle, sew the i-cord around the hat so that it covers where the yellow 
stocking stitch has met the red. 

An i-cord tutorial is available here: http://www.purlbee.com/i-cord-tutorial/. 

Skull

Using yellow yarn, cast on 11 stitches. Knitting back and forth (rather than in the round) in 
stocking stitch, and using the yellow and black yarns, follow the colour-work chart below 
for 7 rows. On row 8, using backwards-loop cast-on, add two stitches at either end of the 
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row. Continue with chart for remaining 11 rows. Cast off. Using yellow yarn, and darning 
needle, sew this panel to the centre front of the hat, over the i-cord, as in the photographs. 

A backwards-loop cast-on tutorial can be found here: http://www.knittingdaily.com/blogs/
howto/archive/2008/05/15/backward-loop-cast-on.aspx. 

Embroidery

Using black yarn, and darning needle, chain-stitch three lines radiating out from either side 
of the base of the skull panel. A tutorial for simple chain stitch is here: http://
www.littleloveliesbyallison.com/2012/03/how-to-embroider-chain-stitch.html. 

Arrows 
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Using yellow yarn, cast on 3 sts. Knit in stocking stitch (knit one row, purl one row) for 2”. 
Using backwards-loop cast-on, increase sts at either end of the row, so that there are now 
9 sts on your needle. 
Row 1: k2tog, k to last 2 sts, ssk
Row 2: purl to end
Repeat these two rows until there is just one stitch left on needle. Cast off. 

Make another arrow in the same way. 

Make a third arrow, but with a 1” stem instead of a 2” stem. 

Sew all three arrows to the base hat, as in the photographs. 

Hat Finishing 

Weave in all ends. Thread the millinery wire through the top cast-off edge of the hat, so 
that it holds a slight trumpet shape, and the increases are emphasised. You may also 
thread wire down through the sides of the hat, to hold it up and in place. 



Beard 

The beard is made, and worn, separately to the hat. This is so that the weight of it doesn’t 
distort the hat. 

Beard Ringlets:

Using crochet hook, and black yarn, chain 30. 

Row 1: treble (UK term - dc in US) across the 30 chains (30 sts)

Row 2: make 2 trebles into each space across the row (60 sts)

Row 3: repeat row 2 (120 sts). Finish. 



Repeat this ringlet pattern 6 times so that you have 6 ringlets. You can make more if you 
want a fuller beard than the one pictured. 

Moustache: 

Using crochet hook, and black yarn, chain 10 (or length from the middle of the left cheek to 
the middle of the right cheek). Treble across one row. Finish. 

Moustache Ringlets: 

Chain 15. 

Row 1: treble across the 15 chains (15 sts)

Row 2: make 2 trebles into each space across the row (30 sts)

Row 3: repeat row 2 (60 sts)

Repeat this ringlet pattern one more time so that you have 2 moustache ringlets. 

Headband: 

Chain 25 (or length around full head from mid skull to below the lower lip - see photograph 
for guidance). Treble across the 25 chains. Finish. 

Beard Finishing 
Weave in all ends. Using darning needle, and black yarn, sew moustache to the 
headband, so that it runs horizontally across the bottom third of the oval (see the 
photograph if unsure). Sew each of the six beard ringlets across the bottom of the 
headband, where the chin is, below the moustache that you just sewed on. Sew both 
moustache ringlets to edge of moustache. Sew in your silver skull charms wherever you 
like onto the beard. 


